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2Retrospective Conversion: 
subject and personal 
name AAPs
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3Search as subject heading and subject subdivision
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7For name AAP, create record set by adding results from name 
heading, subject heading and name/title heading searches
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8Also useful for editing
“ca.” to 
“approximately”
“b.” and “d.” to “–”
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9Suppress and/or delete 
records
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Can delete based on MARC field value
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Deletes this record
Deletes the hierarchy
Can delete/ 
suppress/ 
unsuppress
based on 
existence of 
field
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Suppress based on owning library
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Add new field/subfield
Add subfield
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Add field
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NOPE!
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Conditionally edit subfield 
based on subfield contents
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18
You may have to 
run these rules a 
few times to get 
1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. 
occurrences of 
field
Limiting scope of scan: 
obsolete fields 
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Limit scan by range of record IDs
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Find absence of a field
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Edit call numbers
Some records in this location had no call number
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And some records in this location had the wrong call number
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Edit Control Field
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Helpful Functionality
Export MARC
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Saving Common Searches
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Record sets: Access
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